We are developing a computational system to extract structural character of RNA. We made a program that classifies conformers by recognizing the hydrogen bonding patterns. The program was applied to a set of 279 conformers and they were classified into about 40 groups. The system is expected to be useful for searching structural motifs of RNA and classifying large number of generated conformers in structural modeling process.
INTRODUCTION
For macromolecules such as protein or nucleic acid, each function depends on its structure. Thus, to clarify molecular mechanism of the function, structural determination or structural modeling is required. Although X-ray diffraction analysis or nucleic magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis are used to obtain structural information in atomic resolution, these method are not always applicable for the larger RNA.
Thus, computational method is also important for structural determination of RNA and a general structural rule that may be extracted from determined 3D structures should be used.
MC-SYM program 1 can be used for conformation search and model building of RNA. MC-SYM program generates possible conformers of RNA for given sequence by using internal nucleotide structure database. For small RNAs, such as hairpin or tRNA anticodon arm, the structures generated by MC-SYM were in good agreement with experimentally determined structures. However when applied to larger RNA, so many conformers are generated and a further selection process is required. Thus, we are developing a computational system to extract structural character of RNA and to classify many conformers into several groups by using the extracted character. The system was applied to a set of conformers made by MC-SYM.
METHODS
Programming languages, C, Java, csh, and awk, were used to develop the system. The system consists of several components. Input page, written in HTML, specify the set of conformers, two reference conformers, the scoring function and plotting options. Output page, CGI script written in csh, calls other components. Both input and output pages are shown in WWW browser. Component 1, written in C, extracts hydrogen bonding pair list from each conformer generated by MC-SYM. Component 2, written in awk, calculates similarity scores corresponding to reference conformers using user specified scoring function. Component 3, written in awk and Java, draws score map in WWW browser. Component 4, written in awk, makes a list of group. Components for the extraction and the classification are executed on UNIX workstation, but the data input and output processes are available both on UNIX and Windows computer through WWW browser. A set of conformers of 15 nt RNA (Fig. 1.) was generated by 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We made programs for classifying RNA structures by recognizing hydrogen-bonding pattern as a structural character that is directly related to stability or biological function.
The system validation was done with 15 nucleotide stem and loop from dimerization initiation site of HIV-1 genomic RNA (Fig. 1) . The position 6 to 11 is a palindromic sequence and two genomic RNAs are believed to interact through the palindromes to form kissing loop complex.
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In MC-SYM input file, following restraint was used: residues 1-3 and 13-15 take standard A-type double helix conformation, and residues 7-11 are stacked, and residues 3-6 are stacked. As a result of MC-SYM execution, 279 conformers were generated. The structural characters were extracted from the set of conformers and classified into several groups with the system. Classification of 279 conformers took about 20 second.
The calculated similarity score took values of 0-21 points corresponding to difference in hydrogen bonding pattern. The RMSD values between conformers having the score of zero were in the range of 0.07-0.5 A, which means they take the same structure. The RMSD values of pairs whose similarity scores were about 10 points were in the range of 1.5-1.7 A and these between conformers of 18 points was 2.2 A, indicating a correlation in the similarity scores and RMSD values. Therefore, the similarity score can be used as an index of the resemblance of the 3D structure.
The similarity scores from two reference conformers were plotted as a score map (Fig. 2) . Conformers plotted as an identical plot point were defined as a group. Some conformers that had been classified as same group classified as different groups using other reference conformers. In such a situation, the related RMSD values were in the range of 1.5-1.7 A, still showing the conformers are similar. RMSD values between conformers extracted from another groups were in the range of 2.2-3.5 A, which were larger than the values between conformers extracted from the same group, indicating again the tendency that the conformers from a same group are more similar than from other ones.
Accordingly, the classification system we developed here could classify many conformers into several groups in a short time. The system is expected to be useful for searching RNA structural motifs and classifying large number of generated conformers in the structural modeling process.
Grouping algorithm should be improved. Result of classification by the current program depends on which conformers are used for reference. Unique classification may be achieved by the second execution of program for each group defined by the first one or by using three or more reference conformers. The number of the groups can be decreased by using the tendency that a similar conformer is plotted as a near point in the score map. Again, a use of three or more reference conformers may be useful for this process.
In the loop region, much information on hydrogen bonding is not expected. Another index like base stacking should also be adopted for classification.
